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9 On H.closedness and the Wallman
H.closed Extensions. II*

By Chien WENJEN
California State College at Long Beach, U. S. A.

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KuruGi, M. Z. A., Jan. 12, 1971)

4. The Wallman H.closed extensions. Let X be a space, the
family of all closed subsets of X, and W(X) the collection of all sub-
families of which possess the PFIP and are maximal in relative to
this property. Two elements w, wz of W(X) are said to be equivalent
if both of them contMn the closures of the neighborhoods of the same
point x in X. An equivalent class in W(X) corresponding to a point
x is called a fixed end and denoted by 9(x) an element in W(X)which
does not belong to any fixed end is called a ree end and denoted by 92.
We denote by w(X) the collection of all fixed and free ends in X. For
an open subset U of X let U*={9(x) x e U}. We introduce the follow-
ing topology for o(X), called Kattov topology" the neighborhoods
or fixed ends 9(x) are U* if x e U and or ree ends 9 are U*U {9},
where U is the interior of a closed set A belonging to 9. The space
w(X) with Kattov topology is H-closed and the subspace consisting of
all (x) is homeomorphic to X (also denoted by X). Moreover, the
H-closed space w(X) has the following properties" (1) X is dense in
w(X), (2) X is open in w(X), and (3) w(X)-X is discrete (see [5]).

Lemma 5. Every bounded real-valued continuous function f on
X can be continuously extended over w(X).

Proof. Suppose that f can not be continuously extended at
w(X). Then there is an e0 such that to the interior U of each

member A of 9 there are x, y e U satisfying the condition f(y)--f(x)
e. It is clear that for two members A.,A of 9 f(y)--f(x.)e,
since A. As-A., f(y.)<_ min. {f(y.), f(y)}, f(x.) >_ max. {f(x.), f(x)},
and f(y.)--f(X.) e. Let L be the least upper bound of {f(x.)} and
M the greatest lower bound of {f(y.)}. Then ML and M--L>_e. If

s} then both P and Qe andQ- x;f(x)<L+-P= x; f(x)_M--
intersect each member of in sets containing non-vacuous open sets
and belong to . But P Q and the contradiction proves the lemma.

Corollary. Every unbounded real-valued continuous function on
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